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We present an entanglement purification scheme for the mixed entangled states of electrons with the aid of
charge detections. Our scheme adopts the electronic polarizing beam splitters rather than the controlled-NOT

sCNOTd operations, but the total successful probability of our scheme can reach the quantity as large as that of
the theCNOT-operation-based protocol and twice as large as that of linear-optics-based protocol for the puri-
fication of photonic entangled states. Thus our scheme can achieve a high successful prabability without the
usage ofCNOT operations.
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As is well known, quantum entanglement is a basic re-
source in achieving tasks of quantum information process-
ing. Most of the practical applications of entanglement re-
quire that separated parties share a fixed maximally
entangled state. Nevertheless, in real experiments, no prepa-
ration method is perfect and no transmission channel is
noiseless; the presence of noise will degrade the quality of
entanglement, we expect the parties to share a mixed en-
tangled state rather than a pure maximally entangled state.

Entanglement purification provides us an essential method
in which a large number of the mixed entangled states can be
distilled to a few highly entangled states. In 1996 Bennettet
al. proposed an entanglement purification protocol based on
quantum controlled-NOT sCNOTd operationsf1g. Since then
many schemes have been suggested. Most of the existent
entanglement purification protocols are based on the quan-
tum CNOT operationsf1–3g or similar quantum logic opera-
tions such as controlled-controlled-NOT operationsf4g and
controlled shift operationsf5g. However, because theCNOT
operations are hard to implement in present experiments the
entanglement purification protocols which are based on the
CNOT operations have not been realized experimentally. In
2001 Panet al. proposed an experimentally feasible scheme
by using linear optical elements, instead of the quantum
logic gates, to purify the mixed entangled states of photons
f6g and then they realized their scheme experimentallyf7g.

The scheme of Panet al. solved an important problem in
quantum communication, where the photons acted as the fly-
ing qubits, by simplifying the experimental realization for
photonic entanglement purification, but their scheme has a
shortage that the successful probability is only as half that of
the scheme of Bennettet al. in a round of purification pro-
cesses.

On the other hand, quantum communication can also be
achieved by using conduction electrons in the solid state. In
comparison with photon-based quantum communication, us-
ing free electrons acting as the flying qubits removes the
need to convert material qubits to radiation. Besides, the
implementation of quantum operations can be enhanced by
the charge detectionsf8–11g. For instance, in a recent con-
tribution f11g Beenakkeret al. designedCNOT gates between

flying electronic qubits by means of charge detections. Since
the Coulomb interaction between free electrons is strongly
screened, an interaction-free mechanism, which utilizes the
electronic beam splitters and polarizing beam splitters, is
preferred in the implementation of quantum operations be-
tween flying electronic qubits.

How to distill highly entangled states of electrons from
less entangled ones is also an essential problem in the
electron-based quantum communication. Obviously the en-
tanglement purification protocols mentioned above can be
directly applied to the case of free electrons. In fact, the
scheme of Bennettet al. f1g can work if one uses theCNOT
logical operations designed by Beenakkeret al. f11g. And the
scheme of Panet al. f6g can also be directly transplanted to
the case of free electrons by replacing the photonic polariz-
ing beam splitters with the electronic polarizing beam split-
ters. However, in the former case the construction of the
CNOT operations requires several operating steps which de-
pend on the measurement results and needs an ancillary qubit
f11g. In the latter case, the successful probability is only half
that of the scheme of Bennettet al. in a round of purification
process. Considering many rounds are always required to
distill highly entangled states from less entangled ones, the
total successful probability will decrease exponentially.

In this paper we present an electronic entanglement puri-
fication scheme with the aid of charge detections. Our
scheme is based on the similar principle as the scheme of
Panet al. f6g and thus the requirements for the experimental
realization is simplified. And very importantly, our scheme
can reach the same successful probability as the scheme of
Bennettet al. f1g but without the usage ofCNOT operations.

The setup of our scheme is depicted in Fig. 1 where two
identical devices are located at two distant places, Alice’s
and Bob’s laboratories, respectively. Each device, which is
depicted in a rectagle, consists of two electronic polarizing
beam splitterssdashed linesd, a charge detectorCi, i =1,2
ssquared, a Hadamard gateH scircled, and a spin detectorDi,
i =1,2. The polarizing beam splitter transmits spin up and
reflects spin down. The charge detector worksin the nonde-
structive wayand can distinguish occupation number one
from occupation number 0 or 2, but cannot distinguish be-
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tween 0 and 2f11,12g, therefore it can serve as aparity
detectorwhich records electronic bunchingsci =0d or anti-
bunchingsci =1d. Herenondestructivemeans that the charge
detectors are able to determine the charge of the electrons
without disturbing the spinsspin and charge commute, so a
measurement of the charge leaves the spin qubit unaffectedd.
The charge detection which is based on the effect of the
electric field of the charge on the conductance of a nearby
point contact has been realizedf10,12,13g. The Hadamard
gate turns a spin-up stateu↑ l into su↑ l+ u↓ld /Î2, and turns a
spin-down stateu↓ l into su↑ l− u↓ ld /Î2.

Now let us explain how our entanglement purification
protocol works. We suppose the observers Alice and Bob
wish to distill a highly entangled state from two less en-
tangled statesr12 andr34 which, for simplicity, are assumed
to take the identical form of the Werner state,

ri j = FuFi j
+lkFi j

+u +
1 − F

3
suFi j

−lkFi j
−u + uCi j

+lkCi j
+u + uCi j

−lkCi j
−ud,

s1d

where the subscriptssi , jd=s1,2d or s3,4d stand for the elec-
trons; we assume electronsi and j belong, respectively, to
Alice and Bob. The coefficientF is the fidelity of the initial
entangled states,uFi j

±l and uCi j
±l are Bell states of electronsi

and j ,

uCi j
±l =

1
Î2

su↑↓li j ± u↓↑li jd,

uFi j
±l =

1
Î2

su↑↑li j ± u↓↓li jd. s2d

Our purification protocol includes the following three steps:
First of all, Alice and Bob let their electrons simulta-

neously impinge on the first polarizing beam splitters from
different armsssee Fig. 1d. The charge detectorCi si =1,2d
then records the electronic bunchingsci =0d or antibunching
sci =1d, and passes the electrons to the second polarizing
beam splitter. After that, one of the both electrons at each
device undergoes a Hadamard transform and is finally mea-
sured by the spin detector.

Second, Alice and Bob check their measurement results
through classical communication. If their measurement re-
sults of the charge detectors are different, that is,c1Þc2,

they fail to distill a highly entangled state from two source
entangled states and they should discard both source states.
If, however, the measurement results of the charge detectors
are the same, that is,c1=c2, they keep the unmeasured elec-
trons for further local operations.

Third, Alice or Bob performs a local operation according
to the measurement results of both spin detectors. If the mea-
surement results of both spin detectors are zero, that isc1
=c2=0, one of them, say Alice, performs a local phase flip
operation on her unmeasured electron; otherwise, if the mea-
surement results of both spin detectors are one, that is,c1
=c2=1, they leave the unmeasured electrons unchanged.

After the above three step operations the unmeasured
electrons are probabilistically in a mostlyuFi j

+l entangled
state with the fidelity

F8 =
F2 + 1

9s1 − Fd2

F2 + 2
3Fs1 − Fd + 5

9s1 − Fd2
. s3d

Here the fidelity F8 is the same as that of theCNOT-
operation-based protocol of Bennettet al. f1g and linear-
optics-based protocol of Panet al. f6g and meets the relation
F8.F over the entire range12 ,F,1. In the following we
will show that the total successful probability of our scheme
is twice as large as that of the scheme of Panet al.

In our scheme the charge detectors play a prominent role,
they filter out the situationc1Þc2, and separate the situations
c1=c2=1 and c1=c2=0. From the expression ofr12^ r34
which can be derived from Eq.s1d, one can see that the terms
that contain the cross combinationsuF12

± luC34
± l and

uC12
± luF34

± l will be filtered out because all these terms corre-
spond to the situationc1Þc2 and never contribute to the
situationsc1=c2=1 or c1=c2=0. Therefore the remaining
terms in the expression ofr12^ r34 which contribute to the
situationsc1=c2=1 or c1=c2=0 are

r12 ^ r34 = F2uF12
+ luF34

+ lkF12
+ ukF34

+ u +
1

3
Fs1 − Fd

3suF12
+ luF34

− lkF12
+ ukF34

− u + uF12
− luF34

+ lkF12
− ukF34

+ ud

+
1

9
s1 − Fd2suF12

− luF34
− lkF12

− ukF34
− u + uC12

+ luC34
+ l

3kC12
+ ukC34

+ u + uC12
− luC34

− lkC12
− ukC34

− u + uC12
+ l

3uC34
− lkC12

+ ukC34
− u + uC12

− luC34
+ lkC12

− ukC34
+ ud. s4d

Here the overline denotes the contributions to the situations
c1=c2=1 or c1=c2=0.

Let us first discuss the situationc1=c2=0. We note that
this situation requires both input electrons at each device
should be in the opposite spin eigen states, that is, if one
electron is in the spin-up stateu↑ l the other one should be in
the spin-down stateu↓ l and vice versa. Accordingly, from
Eq. s4d we can derive the terms contributing to this situation
take the following form:

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of our scheme consists of two iden-
tical devices at Alice’s and Bob’s laboratories, respectively. Each
device is made up of two electronic polarizing beam splitters
sdashed linesd, a charge detectorCi, i =1,2 ssquared, a Hadamard
gateH scircled, and a spin detectorDi, i =1,2.
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1

4
FF2 +

1

9
s1 − Fd2Gsu↑↑l12u↓↓l34 + u↓↓l12u↑↑l34dsk¯ ud

+
1

6
Fs1 − Fdsu↑↑l12u↓↓l34 − u↓↓l12u↑↑l34dsk¯ ud

+
1

18
s1 − Fd2fsu↑↓l12u↓↑l34 + u↓↑l12u↑↓l34dsk¯ ud

+ su↑↓l12u↓↑l34 − u↓↑l12u↑↓l34dsk¯ udg, s5d

where sk¯ud in each term is the abbreviation for the dual
vector to the vector in the front bracket of that term. It is not
difficult to prove that after the three step operations men-
tioned above the Eq.s5d will collapse to a highly entangled
state of the unmeasured electrons with the fidelityF8 denoted
by Eq. s3d and that the successful probability for achieving
such a situationc1=c2=0 is

P1 =
1

2
FF2 +

2

3
Fs1 − Fd +

5

9
s1 − Fd2G . s6d

Similarly, we can also derive that in the situationc1=c2
=1 the purification fidelity is equal toF8 and the successful
probability P2 is the same as that in the situationc1=c2=0,
i.e., P2=P1. In fact, in this situation the input electrons in
each device are required to be in the identical spin eigen-
states, either output mode of each polarizing beam splitter
thus possesses one electron, therefore this situation is exactly
equivalent to the so-called “four-mode cases” of the scheme
of Panet al. f6g. So it is no surprise that this situation reaches
the same successful purification probability as in the scheme

of Panet al. Consequently, in a round of purification pro-
cesses, the total successful probability of our scheme is twice
as large as that of the scheme of Panet al.

In our scheme the electronic beam splittersf14,15g and
the charge detectorsf10,12,13g are two basic elements, and
they have both been realized by means of point contacts in a
two-dimensional electron gas. However, as pointed out in
Ref. f11g, the time-resolved charge detection required for our
purpose as an electronic parity detector has not yet been
realized. The currently achievable time resolution for charge
detection isms f10g, while the resolution required for ballis-
tic electrons in a semiconductor is in the ps range. Therefore
in order to examine the feasibility of our theoretical scheme
on a presently accessible time scale, it could be more prac-
tical to start with isolated electrons in an array of quantum
dots.

In summary, in this paper we have proposed an entangle-
ment purification scheme for mixed entangled states of elec-
trons with the aid of charge detections. Our scheme adopts
the electronic polarizing beam splitters rather than theCNOT

operations, but the total successful probability is enhanced
by the charge detections and can reach the quantity twice as
large as that of the scheme of Panet al. for the purification of
photonic entangled statesf6g. Therefore our scheme can
achieve a high successful probability without the usage of
CNOT operations.
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